
WISCINSIN LAKES LIST
LAKE DESCRIPTION
Natural lakes in Wisconsin frequently are classified by the source of water supply.
Based on water source and outflows, four categories of lakes have been identified
in this publication:
1. Drainage lakes - These lakes have both an inlet and outlet where the main water source is stream drainage. Most major rivers in Wisconsin have 
drainage lakes along their course. Drainage lakes owing one-half of their maximum depth to a dam are considered to be artificial lakes or impoundments.
2. Seepage lakes - These lakes do not have an inlet or an outlet, and only occasionally overflow. As landlocked waterbodies, the principal source of water 
is precipitation or runoff, supplemented by groundwater from the immediate drainage area. Since seepage lakes commonly reflect groundwater levels and 
rainfall patterns, water levels may fluctuate seasonally. Seepage lakes are the most common lake type in Wisconsin.
3. Spring lakes - These lakes have no inlet, but do have an outlet. The primary source of water for spring lakes is groundwater flowing into the bottom of 
the lake from inside and outside the immediate surface drainage area. Spring lakes are the headwaters of many streams and are a fairly common type of 
lake in northern Wisconsin.
4. Drained lakes - These lakes have no inlet, but like spring lakes, have a continuously flowing outlet. Drained lakes are not groundwater-fed. Their primary 
source of water is from precipitation and direct drainage from the surrounding land. Frequently, the water levels in drained lakes will fluctuate depending on 
the supply of water. Under severe conditions, the outlets from drained lakes may become intermittent. Drained lakes are the least common lake type found 
in Wisconsin.

PUBLIC ACCESS
Public Access - Detailed access information is available for most counties in the state. Many public fishing piers are now wheelchair-accessible. For 
information on specific access sites, contact your nearest DNR office. Each office has a copy of Fishing and Boating Access for Everyone. Copies of 
individual location maps with descriptions of the amenities available at that site can be provided to you. In the column titled “Public Access,” the following 
abbreviations describe existing access where information is available:
BR Boat Ramp. These are sites with a defined public boat launching facility which may or may not have parking.
BF Barrier-free Boat Ramp. These sites have a boarding dock or means of wheelchair access to boats.
BW Barrier-free Wilderness Access. These site have a firm surface to gain access to the water, but no special piers or ramps.
LAKE TYPE
Lake Type - The four lake types identified in this publication are defined on page
one. The following abbreviations describe the category of lake type:
DG = Drainage lake
SE = Seepage lake
SP = Spring lake
DN = Drained lake

SPECIES OF FISH
Species of fish - The relative abundance of various game fish species including muskellunge, northern pike, walleye, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, 
panfish, trout, catfish and sturgeon is listed. Abundance of a fish species is coded using the following symbols:
A = Abundant      C = Common      P = Present
The absence of any symbol means that a fish species is not present.

 EXOTIC SPECIES
Some recent exotic species -
E = Eurasian Water Milfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) It is an aquatic plant.
Z = Zebra Mussel (Dreissena polymorphia).


